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This slender book, the last of twenty-nine compiled by Kathryn Tucker Windham over her long and
productive life, will be an exquisitely bittersweet read for the countless fans of the late storyteller and
author from Selma, Alabama. She will leave you laughing and crying, but also grateful and hopeful.
Windham referred to this interloper basically as She, and right here the reader offers been invited in to the
lively colloquy between the author -- whose spirit hasn't changed -- and her alter ego, who movements
haltingly toward her earthly end. In She, which Windham was putting the finishing touches on when she
passed away in June 2011, the author describes how she woke up one day to get that she experienced an
unwanted houseguest, a vintage woman who had abruptly moved into her house and was overtaking her
life.
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Five Stars Mrs Windham nailed getting older! I wish I had know this witty and remarkable lady! The
marvelous Kathryn Windham methods her lifestyle with humor, grace, and honesty. A definite must
browse. Ideal for people who use older people or have maturing family members or, really, anyone who
expects to obtain old or die. Therefore everyone. A Legend to Remember I acknowledge prejudice for this
review. Kathryn Windham was a pal for many years.Glenn Lamar Smith How I relate! You never really
had to guess where you stood with her. I've known for sometime that I have a *She* hiding items from
me. "She" can be a marvelous read, in fact it is therefore perceptive. Kathryn was a grasp story teller &
most of her stories reflected occasions that she experienced. "She" was her last reserve.. This is probably
the most poignant books I've ever read and is crucial read if you are caring for an elderly person in their
life. She was a expert storyteller and a genuine treasure. I treasure it for the recollections that may live on
and plan to give many as gifts. You don't have to know her to take pleasure from this final chapter of her
life. Thanks so much Five Stars A humorous look at what life has waiting for you for us. It seems to fully
capture what it should be like to find your young self (who lives in our minds, no matter our real age
group) overtaken by the previous woman our bodies become if we have been fortunate to live long lives. I
was so intrigued with her and her publication that I visited YouTube to listen to her gorgeous, southern
accent.. a Southern classic Five Stars Wonderful book!.. Her wonderful spirit endures We had the
privilege of conference Kathryn Tucker Windham when I filmed her for Alabama Open public Television
in '09 2009.. to hopefully see factors from their perspective better and be more knowledge of their
difficulties.. She spoke before a loaded viewers at the Alabama Department of Archives and History. ?
Wonderful Life An excellent autobiography on the subject of the life of Kathryn Tucker Windham who
shares her enthusiasm for words, pragmatic wisdom, and encounters from her existence. I felt therefore
honored to maintain her existence after hearing her over time on NPR and reading her books. It really is
factual and told with humor as only Kathryn would think about telling it. This reserve is her last, and is so
bittersweet, but so filled up with her loving spirit. All who knew her in person or simply through her work
are enriched. A must for her fans. A treasure to own! She (the author) tells the story of her last year or
two exactly as she skilled it. It made me laugh, it made me cry, it helped me know how my 84 12 months
old mother feels and what she is going right through as she age groups. That is a precious book, created
with humor, honesty and will be read - or savored - at your own speed. I gave someone to ALL of my
friends caring for their elderly moms, and have heard nothing but "Many thanks so much" from all of
them. "She" is swell! KTW was my Sunday School teacher at Church Street Methodist Church when We
was a teenager, and she has been my friend for more than 55 years,which is revealed so the gentle reader
will know that We am thoroughly biased. Being truly a southerner from a small town is an asset when
reading them. Being male, I've observed that another 'she' offers slowly, but surely, bought out my wife
of 45 years...and today I understand a lot more. KTW has truly gone to rest in her pine box, but her legacy
will live so long as people read. She noticed everyone for who these were - not color, race, religion - just
personality. It's an incredibly brief read, but one that will remain with you long after it has been closed. I
believe especially recommended for anyone who has a loved one exceptional travails of aging . I have
read a lot of her books, and found every one of them to become delightful. At age group 91 she got that
audience immediately in the palm of her hand, she was excellent, funny, entertaining and always
endearing.Lovely A lovely look at aging from a master storyteller. Witty and fun read. Excellent
transaction Witty and fun read. Excellent deal, fast delivery. Charming Little Book This is a very short
little book - but quite charming and utterly remarkable that it was written by a woman who was very near
to the end of her long life while she was working on it. Five Stars My very favorite! Five Stars I have now
with all this book many times to friends as gifts.... I read it in a single sitting...
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